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The local equivalence problem for scalar control systems under the feedback 
pseudogroup is studied. In the case of three state variables, a full classification of 
the equivalence classes is given along with complete information on those classes 
containing linear systems. The connection between two of the equivalence classes 
and the calculus of variations is also shown. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
I. THE METHOD OF EQUIVALENCE APPLIED TO 
NON-LINEAR CONTROL SYSTEMS 
The method of equivalence is a general method via which one can give 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the local equivalence of geometric 
structures. Given open sets U and V of R” and two coframes 
0, = yo:, . ..) 0;) and sZ,= ‘(Szb, . . . . 0;) on U and V, respectively, we 
want to find necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a 
diffeomorphism @: U -+ V such that @*R,= y “(/wU, where yVV is a 
function with values in G, a prescribed linear Lie subgroup of Gl(n, R). The 
idea is to lift the problem to the (trivial) principal bundles U x G and V x G 
and then use exterior calculus in an effort to reduce the structure group, G. 
So we define the vector differential forms CD and Q on U x G and V x G, 
respectively, as 
w(u, S) = So.(u) and Q(v, T) = TQ.(o); UEU,VEV,SS,TEG. 
One can then show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between such 
maps @ and equivariant maps da (I). UxG+ VxG such that @~l~*sZ=o. 
Since exterior derivatives commute with pullbacks, we are led to consider 
the structure equations for do and dQ. In certain cases we can now use 
some powerful theorems of Cartan to give us the existence of such lifted 
maps. For example, in many instances we can apply the Cartan-KHhler 
theorem. For further details see the first 25 pages of Cartan’s 1908 paper 
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[2] or for a modern treatment see the soon to be published monograph by 
R. B. Gardner [4] or alternatively see R. B. Gardner [S]. 
Now we apply the above technique to study control systems as follows: 
A control system is a first order system of underdetermined ordinary 
differential equations of the form 
where x E R” and u E RP. R” is called the state space and RP is called the 
control space. For the moment we shall assume that fis smooth. Note also 
that we work locally in an open set U E R” x RP on which we assume that 
f(x) # 0, Vx E U. The idea is that by choosing the control u appropriately 
we can drive the system from a given state to another. 
We aim to study the equivalence of such systems under the pseudogroup 
of feedback transformations of the form 
Q,: I= t, x = (h(x), ii = rL(x, u). (2) 
We will restrict ourselves to the case of scalar control with particular 
emphasis on the case of 3-state variables. One question of interest is: 
whether or not one can linearize the system by applying such a feedback 
transformation-that is, show that the system is feedback equivalent to a 
system of the form 
dx 
z=Ax+Bu, 
where A is a constant n x n matrix and B is a constant n xp matrix. 
Control engineers in the past have usually restricted themselves to the 
case of affme linear systems when asking the standard questions about 
controllability, accessibility, etc.-that is, systems of the form 
dx 
- = A(x) f B(x) u, dt 
where A(x) is an n x IZ matrix of smooth functions and B(x) is an n xp 
matrix of smooth functions. 
When dealing with non-linear systems, and in particular the 
linearizability of such systems, they have mostly restricted themselves to 
feedback transformations of aftine linear form. The methd of equivalence 
deals very effectively with the non-linear situation except that we must 
stay away from rest points. One should also note that the method of 
equivalence, although local in nature, patches perfectly. 
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Suppose we start with a system of the above form (i.e., (1)) on an open 
subset U G R”+p and a similar barred equation on an open subset 
OS Rn+p. Consider the differential system Z = { dx’ -fi dt} on R x U and 
the corresponding system goon Rxu. Acurvec~R-rRxUisanintegral 
curve of Z ’ If c*dt#O and c*Z= 0. We say that two conrol systems are 
locally equivalent under a feedback transformation (9 : R x U + R x 0 if @ 
maps integral curves of Z to integral curves of Z. That is, if 
@*(d.f -fdi) = a(dx -fdt) (5) 
for some non-singular matrix of functions a. 
That @ is a feedback transformation can be expressed in terms of the 
Jacobian of @ as 
@*(li)=(i *: *!.)(n) and i=t. (6) 
We are now in an overdetermined situation (that is, the equivalence 
problem is overdetermined-not dx/dt =f(x, u)) and we can apply an 
algorithmic method due to Cartan to produce the following determined 
setup: namely conditions (5) and (6) hold if we have 
where A is invertible, C is invertible, B is arbitrary, and A, and A, are 
invertible with 
Hence we also have 
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We can now decouple time and we have 
So now we have the appearance of a linear Lie group: 
G= : A, B, C, are as above 
As in the general theory above, the idea is to build the group into the 
problem by lifting the problem from U to U x G. So we lift the coframe and 
define the following one-forms on Ux G: 
(:)=(“B i) (Af). (8) 
The next thing to do is to look at the structure equations-that is, 
calculate dq and dp. Now, because of the shape of dSS-‘, for SE G, we can 
always write the structure equations in the form 
(9) 
where CI, /I, y are Lie algebra-valued and c1 has all zeros in the first column, 
and where T, and T2 are column vectors of 2-forms that are quadratic in 
the r’s and $s. T, and T2 are called torsion terms. We can now apply the 
method of Lie algebra compatible absorption of torsion (see [S]) to 
modify these torsion terms and in so doing arrive at the structure equations 
d(;)=(; :> A (:)+(““cF “‘) (10) 
These equations uniquely determine the n xp matrix M. This is a matrix of 
differential invariants, and defines the structure tensor. To do the reduction 
process we now look at the infinitesimal action on M (given by the 
integrability conditions 8 = O&-in order to be able to choose a normaliza- 
tion for M. As there are different possible normalizations at each such 
stage, we get branching into different equivalence classes. If we are lucky, 
we may now find that the new structure equations are in involution-so 
that we can apply the Cartan-Klhler theorem, for which we usually need 
f to be real analytic-however, all the cases we consider work equally well 
in the smooth category by applications of Darboux’s theorem. In other 
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branches we may be able to reduce the structure group to the identity, 
getting in this case a so-called identity structure. Another technique we 
have at our disposal is that of prolongation. 
The ongoing study of the general (n,~) case is being led by 
R. B. Gardner. In order to understand the problem for general n and p, 
detailed information on some special cases is needed. In his dissertation 
G. R. Wilkens [ 111 deals with the case n = 3, p = 2 as well as dealing with 
the case p = n - 1 and its connections with the calculus of variations. 
C. R. Grissom in his dissertation deals with the case n = 4, p = 2 [S]. The 
scalar control case n = 2, p = 1 was first dealt with by R. B. Gardner and 
W. Shadwick [6,7]. This paper is a shortened version of the author’s 
dissertation written under the direction of Robert B. Gardner. The author 
would like to take this opportunity to thank his adviser for all his help and 
encouragement. George Wilkens, Charles Grissom, and William Shadwick 
had many helpful comments on the work presented in this paper and I 
would also like to thank them. The reader may also find reference [11 of 
interest 
II. SOME RESULTS CONCERNING ~-STATE SYSTEMS WITH SCALAR CONTROL 
The matrix M can be calculated explicitly and is given by 
M= -AA fc-1 
O&4 ’ (11) 
and the infinitesimal action on M is given by 
Or(dM-aM+My) A /l mod (rl’, . . . . f’, cl). (12) 
The rank of M is an invariant, as is the rank of the last n - 1 rows of M. 
Also by a simple argument involving the implicit function theorem, we can 
assume that rank (M) =p and that p <n. So there are two possible 
normalizations to be considered for the case of scalar control: 
Case 1: M+ 11 and Case2:M+[j. 
Now let us restrict ourselves to the case of scalar control. First of all let us 
look at case 1: by (12) we have the single relation y = 0 mod base (i.e., 
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mod(q’ Q+*, . . . . v”, p)) and this gives the following new structure equa- 
tions-where we have completed the Lie algebra absorption of torsion 
stage (see R. B. Gardner [4, 5])-in fact all the newly introduced torsion 
can be absorbed: 
Using Cartan’s lemma we can compute that prolongation introduces 
n((n* + 1)/2) new parameters. One can also check that the reduced Cartan 
characters are as follows: s; = n + 1, s; = n + 1, . . . . s:- 1 = n + 1, sk = 1, so 
that the algebraic sum s; + 2s; + ... + ns: equals n((n’ + 1)/2) also. Hence 
the structure equations are involutive and all real analytic (in fact P) 
control systems with these structure equations are equivalent. Moreover 
they are all equivalent to the linear normal form 
(14) 
as one can easily check. The structure equations (13) are those of the 
pseudogroup of symmetries of (14), namely 
a41 21 =4,(x*, . .. . x,), x, = 4&(x*, . ..) XJ, . ..) x, = fjJX*, . ..) x,), ii = u -* 
ax, 
Second, let us look at case 2: by (12) we have the relations 
mod base, 
and hence we get the following structure equations-where the Lie algebra 
compatible absorption of torsion has already been done: 
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d 
+ (15) 
We can now compute the infinitesimal action on the torsion terms. We get 
A, BI 
A3 & 
d 4 B, . . . . 
A, B, 
mod base. (16) 
Thus up to the symmetry gotten by rearranging the q3, . . . . q” we have the 
following eight cases to consider at the next stage of the normalization 
process: 
0 0 a: ai 0 rl’ h-v2 
0 0 a: af 0 v2 PAr\’ 
0 0 ai a;f 0 
= . . . . . 13+ 0 (18) . . . . . 
0 &; 
. . 
0 a: 0 v b 
PI 0 83 w 1 Bn 0, P CP A f12 
and O=d2q2 A q (3...n) forces C to be -1. 
We now have the situation where all the torsion terms are constant and 
hence we now check to see if the system is in involution. In fact we can 
check that prolongation introduces n((n - 1)*/2) new variables and that 
the reduced Cartan characters are s; = n + 1, s; = n + 1, . . . . s; _ 2 = n + 1, 
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Case 1: A, scaled to 1, all others 0. 
Case 2: A, scaled to 1, all others 0. 
Case 3: A’s and B’s all 0. 
Case 4: B, scaled to + 1, all others 0. 
Case 5: B, scaled to 1, all others 0. 
Case 6: A, scaled to 1, B, to 1, all others 0. 
Case 7: A, scaled to 1, B, to + 1, all others 0. 
Case 8: A, scaled to 1, B, to 1, all others 0. 
It may be checked, almost immediately, that cases 2 and 3 lead to structure 
equations which are in involution: e.g., for case 2 we get just one relation, 
ai E 0 mod base, and the new structure equations become (after torsion has 
been absorbed) 
and the infinitesimal action on the torsion term A is given by 
dA-fi,=O mod base, 
and B is forced to be 0 as a consequence of d2 = 0. Thus we can normalize 
A to 0 giving the relation & - 0 and the new structure equations 
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sh-, = 1, so that the algebraic sum s; + 24 + . . . + (n - 1) s;- 1 equals 
n((n - 1)‘/2). Hence the system is in inoolution. Hence real analytic (in fact 
Cm) control systems with these structure equations are equivalent. 
Similarly the other branch-case 3-is in involution and one can check that 
the systems 
are in these respective equivalence classes. The respective structure equa- 
tions are the Lie pseudogroups of symmetries of these two systems, that is, 
2, =41(x1, ..‘, X,-l), 
- 84, 8% ah 
X”=ax,x”’ u=-x;+Yj-g ax; 
and 
respectively (where 4, is a function of x1, . . . . x,). 
One of the interesting questions that can be asked is-which equivalence 
classes contain linear systems, that is, systems of the form (3)-where B is 
now an n x 1 matrix. By a linear change of coordinates this is equivalent to 
the linear system 
(20) 
where, e.g., k, .x = k,,x, + . . + kl,x,, etc., and we can assume k, ~0. 
Su’s paper [lo] gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a non-linear 
system dx/dt =S(x, U) to be equivalent to a controllable linear system. 
However, he uses an approach to the problem which is dual to ours. 
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Now given a linear system such as (20) we can apply Cartan’s method 
of equivalence to it. Working parametrically (see Gardner [ 53) we can 
check that for linear systems all the B’s vanish. 
Thus we can restrict ourselves to looking at the first three cases. Recall 
that case 2 and case 3 both resulted in involutive structure equations. 
Hence we can now restrict our attention to case 1. 
In case 1 we have the relations 
mod (rl’, . . . . rl”), 
giving the structure equatins (after absorption of torsion) 
0 0 0 Lx: ... ccf, 0 
0 a: ct: ci: ... ct; 0 
0 0 Lx; a: ... ct; 0 
0 0 0 ai ... a,” 0 
. . . . ‘. : : 
. . . . . . 
0 0 0 a; ... cc; 0 
Pl P2 P3 B4 ... P” 4 
+ 
c,v]' A q3+Dntj2 A q3 
I 0 
(21) 
It can also be shown by a parametric calculation that for the linear system 
(20) the D’s all vanish. We now leave the general case and go to take a 
look at the special case of three-state variables. 
III. THE ~-STATES ~-CONTROL PROBLEM 
Throughout this section we denote the form ,U by q4 whenever con- 
venient. So, for example, we denote r,?* A ,u A q3 A 9’ by ?+2431). We will also 
use z to mean “E mod base” unless otherwise stated. 
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we get the structure equations 
Also we have the infinitesimal action 
dA,+A,a;+B,p,-a:A,~0 and dB, + 2B,cli - CtiB, = 0, 
dA, + (cc; - ct;, A3 + v,p, = 0 and dB, + (24 - a;) B, = 0. 
So we consider the following seven possible normalizations: 
Case 1: A,=1,A,=B,=B3=0. 
Case2: A,=l,A,=B,=Bj=O. 
Case3: A,=A3=B1=B3=0. 




Let us consider each of these cases in turn: 
Case 1. A3=1,A1=BI=Bj=0. 
This is the “degenerate” branch of the calculus of variations (see 
Section V). We get the structure equations 
Now 0 = d2q1 gives 
(dC, + C,a;) tjl A rj3 + (dD, + 20,a;) 1’ A q3 
+Dl/.l A tj” A tJ3-&c3tj2 A $ A tj3=o. 
Now consider the normalization C, + 1, giving LX: E 0 mod base: Say we 
have a:= Air]’ + Azq2+ A3q3+ A4p. Then we get the new structure 
equations 
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dt$=$ A tj3+D1q2 A q3, 0) 
h2=a: A q3+p A $+A,$ A q’+A,p A q2, (ii) 
dv3=h1 A V3+$ A q2+A2q2 A q3+A,/i A q3, (iii) 
&=B, A ?‘+& A v2+83 A q3, (iv) 
where e3=C3+A,. 
d(i) gives D,= -A, and (dD1)q(23)+(D1A1-A2+Dle3)q(123)+ 
2A,D, q(423) =0. 
d(iii) gives 0 = (de3 + IX: + A4P1) tf3’+ (dA, + A4P2) Y](~~) + (dA,) q(43) 
+ (A,A, - 1) q(123) +A2rf413) + (A2A4) t+234). 
d(ii) gives 0 = (dA, - ct: - fi2 + A4fi1) q(123) +(dA,) q(423). 
Now consider the two cases D, = 0 and D, # 0 separately: 
If D,=O then A,=0 and A,=0 (from d(i)) and c3+0 gives a:=0 
mod (VI, q2, q3) and A, --+O gives j&=0 mod (q’, q2, q3). Say we have the 
following: oz: = B,?’ + B2q2 + B3q3, and fi2 = E, q1 + E2q2 + E3q3. Then the 
new structure equations are 
dt$=q’ A v3, 
dq’=p A ql+B1ql A q3+B2q2 A q3, 
dq3=qi A q2, 





Also 0 = d2q3 * B, = - 1 and 0 = d2q2 gives 0 = (dB, - /13) A q1 A q3. 
So B, + 0 and /I3 = 0 mod ql, q3. Say /I’ = Flql + F3q3, which gives us 
the structure equations 
dq’=q’ A q3, 
dfj*=p A tj’-q2 A rj3, 
dq3=q1 A q2, 





These equations are in involution. Thus all real analytic systems with these 
structure equations are equivalent to the following Brunowski normal form 
for a controllable system: 
(B) 
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This normal form (like all the linear normal forms given in each of 
the involutive branches that appear in this paper) may be obtained by 
applications of the Pfaff problem (i.e., Darboux’s theorem), and hence is 
a C” result. For example, here we have dy ’ A q1 = 0 and (dq’)* = 0; 
so that q1 = -y3 dy’, where y’ and y3 are independent functions. 
Then dql = dy’ A dy3 = ( -y3 dy’) A ( -dy3/y3), and from the structure 
equations we have dq’ = q1 A v 3. Hence (q3 + dy3/y3) A y~l= 0 and q3 = 
( - dy3/y3) + A( -y3 dy’) for some function i. Now let - JWy3 = -y* so that 
q3 = ( - dy3/y3) - y* dy ‘. This gives dq3 =dy’ A dy2, and hence by the 
structure equations we get dy’ A dy* = q1 A q2 = ( -y3 dy’) A rj*, from 
which q2 = ( -dy2/y3) + u dy’ for some function u. By using the structure 
equation, we can show that the functions y’ are independent functions of 
Xl > X2> X3 (dy’ A q1 A q2 A q3=O) and u is a function of xl, x2, x3, 
u(du A q1 A n= A q3 A p=O). Thus 
?’ 
oi 
-y3 0 0 dy’ 
I$= v -l/y’ 0 dy* , 
v3 -y* 0 I( 1 - l/y3 dy3 
and we see that this corresponds to the Brunowski normal form. The 
structure equations above are those of the Lie pseudogroup of symmetries 
of Eq. (B), namely 
a4 ati 
X1=~(X1,X2),X*=X2-+X3--, ax, ax2 
However, if D,#O then A2+0, C3+0, Al+0, giving u:s/?,-~~zO 
mod base, say ct~=E,~1+E2~2+E3~3+E4p,/?1=F1~1+F2~2+F3~3+ 
F4p, and /I2 = G1ql + G2q2 + G3q3 + G4p, giving the new structure 
equations 
d$=$ A y3+&tj’* A tj3, 6) 
dtj*=D,q* A p+p A #+E,$ A q3+E2q2 A q3+E4p A v3, (ii) 
dq3=rj1 A rj2+D,q3 A /i, (iii) 
dp = 83 A q3 + f2’12 A q1 + F4p A q’ + G4p A q*, (iv) 
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wherepZ=F,--G,, from which we have (L&~+/?,) A q2 A q1 A q3 A p=O, 
so that we can normalize fiZ + 0 giving /I3 = 0 mod base and hence we get 
an identity structure. 
The only other case to consider is that of C, = 0, in which case D, = 0 
also and we have 
d$ =O, (0 
dv’=p A $+a; A ‘I’+c%: A q3, (ii) 
dq3=q’ A q2+c3$ A q3+a; A fj3, (iii) 
dp=pl A $+p2 A q2+p3 A q3+c1; A ,u. (iv) 
One thing to notice here is the occurrence of a conservation law-compare 
with [9]. Now, since da: A )1(23)= cc: A y1(123)+ p2 A y1(*13) we can use 
this and 0= &n3 A q2 to deduce (dC, +2a:-/II,) A q(‘32)=0. So we 
can normalize C3 + 0, giving p2 E 2~4 mod vl, q2, q3. Say we have 
IZ: = if12 + E, q1 + E2 q2 + E, r3 : then the new structure equations become 
dq’ = 0, 6) 
dq2 =/l A ‘I’ + ~2; A q2 + +fi2 A q3, (ii) 
dq3=q1 A ~*+Lx; A u3, (iii) 
d~=B,A)1,+82A~2+P3Ar13+a:ACL, (iv) 
and we can check that these equations are in involution. (There are five new 
parameters introduced by prolongation and s; = 3, s; = 1 so that the 
algebraic sum s; + 24 = 5 also.) Hence real analytic (in fact P) systems 
in this branch are equivalent. A linear normal form is given by 
d XI x3 




Case 2. A,=l,A,=B,=B,=O. 
This has been done before in the more general n - 1 case and after reduc- 
tion, we get the involutive structure equations 
dq’=c(; A y3+q’ A q2, 
dq’=ct: A q3+/i A v]‘, 
dq3=a; A q3, 
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A linear normal form is given by 
d Xl x3 




Case 3. A,=A,=B,=B,=O. 
These structure equations are in involution and the following system is 
a linear normal form: 
d Xl 
1 




Case 4. B,= +l, A,=A,=B,=O. 
Here, after reduction, the structure equations become 
dy’=a; A q3kp A q2, (i) 
dq2 = a: A q3 + Hp A q2 + p A ql, (ii) 
dq3 = a: A q3, (iii) 
dp=& A q3+A$ A q2+Dp A tj2. (iv) 
Here d(ii) A q3 gives 0 = (dH) q(423) +Dq(4213), and d(iv) A q3 gives 
0 = (dA) q(123) +(dD) y1(423) - AHtj (1423) We can now check that prolonga- . 
tion gives four new variables and that we have an involutive tableau: hence 
this case is an intransitive case. 
Case 5. B,=l, A,=A,=B,=O. 
This gives us 2ai-ac(:=O, fllzO, a:rO. Say we have a:=C,q’+ 
C2q2 + C3q3 + C4p, Bl = plql + B2q2 + B3q3 + B4p, ai = 2az + A,q’ + 
A2q2 + A3q3 + A,p, then the structure equations become 
dq’ = C,tfl A q3 + c2q2 A P,‘~ + cd/4 A q3, 0) 
dq’=a: A q2+a: A rf3+p A tfl, (ii) 
dq3=2ai A q3+A1q1 A q3+A4p A q3+p A tf2, (iii) 
dp=f12 A q2+b3 A q3+a: A p+B,p A q’. (iv) 
Now 0 = d2q1 gives Cl = 0 and 
0 = (dC2 + 3C2a: + C,/?,) q(23) + (dC, + 3C,ai) q(43) 
+(C4+C4B4-C4AI)~(413)+(C2A,)~(L23~+(C2A4)~(234), 
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so that 
dCz+3C,a;+CJZ=0 and dC4 + 3C,a; = 0. 
Also 0 = d2q3 A q3 gives B, = -A,. 
Thus if C4 # 0, then we can normalize C, to 1 and C, to 0, giving p2 E 0 
and cr:rO. Say we have /?2=E,q’+E,tf+E3q3+E4p, and E:=F’,~‘+ 
F2y1’ + F3q3 + F4p, so that the structure equations become 
d$ =p A q3, (i) 
dq’=a: A q3+F1v1 A q’+F,p A q2+p A yll, (ii) 
dv3=2Flq1 A q3+2F2q2 A q3+&i A q3+p A q2, (iii) 
dp=P3 A q3+Elq’ A y1’+&qc1 A q*+f+,~/~ A p, (iv) 
where ,&=2F4+A4,&=E4-F2,~l=F1+Al. Now O=d2q2~q3 gives 
d(F,) $123) + (dF, - a:) q(423) +(F4fiI + k4) 1](1423) = 0, so that we can 
normalize F4 to 0 giving a: = 0, say ai = G,?’ + G2g2 + G3q3 + G,p, giving 
dq2=Glq1 A q3+G2q2 A ?y3+G4p A q3+FIq1 A q2+p A 9’. (ii) 
Now 0 = d2p A v3 gives (dE,) q(123) +(dg4 = p3) q(423) +(dk,) q(143) +
@4F1) rl (1423) = 0, which gives g4 + 0 and p3 E 0. 
Hence we have an identity structure. 
However, if C, = 0, then C, = 0 also, giving structure equations 
d$=O, 
dq2 = ai A ye’ + ai A q3 + p A q’, 
dq3=2ai A q3+A1q1 A q3+A4p A q3+p A q2, 
dp=p2 A rj2+j3 A q3+ai A p+A,q’ A p, 
so that we have the occurrence of a conservation law. 
We can show that 2da: A v(~‘) = 2B2q(213) - 2aiq(423). Also from 
0 = d2v3 A q2 we get 
0 = (dA, + 2p2) q(123) +(dA, + A4ai + 3az) q(432) - A4 A, q(4132), 
We can normalize both A, and A, to 0, giving f12 = 0 and a: 3 0, say 
ai = A,?’ + A2q2 + A3q3 + A4p and p2= B,q’ + B2q2 + B3q3 + B,p. Then 
the structure equations become 
dr/’ = 0, 
dy*=a: A q*+A,$ A u3+A4p A q3+p A q’, 
dq3=2az A q3+p A q2, 
dp=B3 A q3+c(: A p+B,q’ A q2+B4p A q2. 
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Now 0 = d*q* A q2 gives 
0= (dA, +&a;- &) y1(13*)+ (dA,+ 2&a;) q(423&44A1q(4132), 
so that we can normalize A, -0, giving fi3 ~0 mod (ql, q2, q3, p), and if 
A, # 0 then A, --f ) 1 and ai E 0, giving us an identity structure. 
If, however, A, + 0 and A, = 0, then we have /I3 = 0, say 
p3 = Cl?’ + C2q2 + C3v3 + C4p and the structure equations become 
d$ =O, 
du2 = a: A q* + p A ql, 
dq3=2a: A q3+p A q2, 
dp = a: A ,u + B,ql A q* + B4,u A q* + Clql A q3 + C2y12 A q3 + C4p A q3. 
We can now check that a: is uniquely determined by these equations, so 
that prolongation gives us an identity structure. 
Case 6. A,=1,B3=1,A3=BI=0. 
This gives us a:=a: -PI razz0 mod base. Say a:=&‘+ Bq*+ 
Q3 + DPL, a2=Eq1+Fq2+Gq3+Hp a~=Zy1+.Zq2+Kq3+Lp, PI= 
A4q1 + NV* + ;)q3 + Pp, giving new structure equations 




where Q = P - E. 
0 = d*r]’ gives 0 = (dA + a:) q(13) + (dB + Dp2) v(*~) + (dD) q(43) + 
(BE + BZ- AJ) ~(l*~) + (DZ-DQY~L-B)~“~~ + (-A-H)v(~~*) + 
(BH+BL-DJ-D)v’~*~), and O=d*$ A q3 gives (dE-f12)q(123)+ 
(dH - a:) q(423) + (HQ - 1) q(4123) = 0; 0 = d*p A q2 A r3 gives 0 = 
(dQ - Pd v(~~*~), so that we can normalize Q to 0, giving /I2 E 0. Say 
p2 = A4q1 + Nq2 + 0~~ + Pp, then (iv) becomes 
dp = b3 A q3 + h.fq’ A q2 + Pp A q2, (iv) 
and now d(iv) gives us (dM) ~(l*~) + (dP - p3) q(423) + (--MN+ PE) Y](~*~~) 
= 0, so that we can normalize P -+ 0, giving f13 E 0; say /I3 = Rul + Sq* + 
Tq3 + Up, then (iv) becomes 
dp=Rq’ A tf3+sq2 A rf3+ uj~ A q3+kfrj1 A Y/*. (iv) 
Now we have (dR + Ma:) q(“) + (dS) v(*~) + (db’) q(43) + (R - RJ+ SE + 
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sz+uM-MA)rj”23’ + (RL+S-Uz)q”34’ + R+MH)q”24’ + (SHS 
SL-UJ-MD)?/ (234) =0. So that if A4 # 0, then we can normalize R + 0, 
giving a:rO, say af= WV’ +Xq2+ Yq3+Zp, which gives an identity 
structure. 
On the other hand, if A4 = 0 then the structure equations are 
dq’ = A$ A q3 + Bq2 A q3 + Dp A q3 + q’ A rj2, 
dq2=cC; A ff3+Eq1 A q2+f+ A q2+/.i A ql, 
dfj3=hf1 A tj3+Jq2 A r$+Lp A tj3+/i A q2, 
dp = Ry’ A q3 + sr12 A q3 + U,u A rj3. 
Now 0= d2q3 gives us (dL + a:) -0 mod base. Thus we can normalize 
L + 0, giving a: = 0, so that we get an identity structure. 
Case 7. B,= fl, A3=l, A,=B,=O. 
This case corresponds to the “non-degenerate” calculus of variations 
problem (see Section V). We get ai G +_fll, ai E a: G Gall mod base. Say 
a:=Aq1+Bq2+Cq3+Dp, a:=Ev1+Fq2+Gq3+Hp, and a:= &PI+ 
Zq’ + Jv2 + Kq3 + Lp, then the new structure equations become 
dv’= +p~ A q3+p A ff2+Lp A q3, 0) 
dq*=a: A rj3+hj1 A q2+Dp A q2+p A rjl, (ii) 
dq3=Ey11 A y13+Frj2 A q3+ffp A rj3+q1 A q2, (iii) 
d,u=~~A~1+~2Aq2+~3A\3. (iv) 
d(i) A q3 gives L = -A, whereas d(ii) A v3 gives (dA -ai + DB, - p2) q(123) 
+ WI v (423) E 0, and d(iii) gives 
(dE+Hj?, +a:) rf13)+ (dF+HB, Ta,) y1(23)+ (dH)q(43) 
+(S_E-L+FD)V’~~~’ + (FA) q(123) + (D -H) q(124) + Fq(413) = 0, 
so that D = H, and assuming D # f 1/J2, we can normalize E, F, A to 0, 
giving B1=A1~1+A2I?2+A343+A4~C1,P2=B11?1+B2~2+B3~3+B4~L,a: 
= Cl y~l+ C2q2 + C3q3 + C,,u. Then the new structure equations are 
d$=A,$ A q3+A2r2 A q3+A4,u A rf3+p A q2. (i) 
dr12=C,~1A~3+C,~2A\3+C4pAq3+DpA/\2+pA~1, (ii) 
dq3=Dp A q3+y11 A r/*, (iii) 
dp = b3 A q3 + .@?j” A rfl + A,p A q1 + B,p A q2, (iv) 
where I?= A,- B,, and then 0 = d2q4 A q3 A p gives (dg+ f13) A 
? (2134) = 0, SO that I? + 0 gives fi3 E 0, which gives us an identity structure. 
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If, on the other hand, D = &-I/& then DB1 -/I*-- CL:, Dpl + CL:, and 
DBz - B1 are dependent and so we cannot simultaneously normalize E, F, 
and A to 0 in this situation. We can, however, normalize two from these 
three to be zero. So let us normalize A and E to zero, giving 
fi2- -2c(:r k$S,, that is, cI:= TP1/~+A,1]‘+A2y12+A3y13+ 
44B2= ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ The new structure 
equations that arise are 
dq3 = Fq2 A q3 + HP A q3 + ?jl A q2, 
dp=B1 A $f,,hfi, A q2+p3 A t$+&$ A tj”+&$ A q2. 




_+ 1 (F+ B4) q(423) +(F+ A4) rjC413) + (HB, - A2) q(123), 
& 
so that, in particular, we have F= - A4. Now -d(i)/4 gives 
dA1+A4P,-P3-00, dA2+/?A4/?1T$/11=0, dA4+~,-P,-0, all 
mod base. If + + - then we can normalize A, and A, to zero, giving 
fll E p3 = 0 mod base-giving us an identity structure. 
In case + -+ + : If A, # 1, then we can normalize A, + 0, giving /I1 z 0, 
giving /I3 E 0, so that again we have an identity structure. 
However, if A, = 1, then we get B, E /I3 mod base and the new structure 
equations 
d$= +p~ A q3+p A r2, 0) 
(ii) 
dq3=rj2 A Ts+$f A q3+# A q2, 
Jz 
(iii) 
dp=Bl A hk& A tj2+fi1 A ~3+B1~1 A 1’ 
+ B,p A Yf2 + c,q’ A q3 + c2?f2 A ff3 + c4p A q3, (iv) 
and one can easily check that /I1 is uniquely determined by these equations 
and so prolongation gives us an identity structure. 
Figure 1 summarizes the branches occurring in the 3 - 1 control 
problem. 








dr,‘=O INVOLUTION * 
INVOLUTION 
cl?,’ h 7” = 0. d$ I\ $ = 0 INVOLUTION 
INTRANSITIVE 
dr,' A rf' = 0, d$ h ,,I # 0 
d$ h T,? A,, = 0 
c4 # 0 E-STRUcTURE 
c4 = 0, A, # 0 E-STRUCTURE 
C, = 0. A., = 0 E-STRUCTURE 
nr # 0 E-STRUCTURE 
Ad = 0 E-STRUCrURE 
FIGURE 1 
11 = &, /ld = I E- STRUCTURE 
IV. THE 3-1 CONTROL PROBLEM: PARAMETRIC ALCULATIONS 
We now do some parametric calculations: 
If M= ‘(m,m,m, . ..rn.) then we have 
cm,=aiA,+ . . . +a:d,-9, 
cm,=a:A,+ ... +aiA,, 
cm,=a:A,+ ... +aiA,, 
cm,=a;A,+ . . . +azA,, 
505!85/2-7 
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where Aj=f’(f’), -f’(fj),, so that upon normalizing A4 to 
we get 
a;A,+ . . . + a!, A,, = (fl)U if’, aid,+ . . . +aiA,=c, 
aid,+ . . . +aiA,,=O ,..., a”,A,+ . . . +aiA,=O. 
In the 3 - 1 case, assuming A, # 0, we get 
B 
3 
and one can easily check that this vanishes for affine systems (that is, those 
of the form dx/dt =A(x) +B(x) u). In fact, we can always assume that 
A3(x) z 0, B,(x) = 1, that is, that our control system is of the form 
dx, 
x = A l(X) + B,(x) u, 
& 
dt = A,(x) + B*(x) u, 
6 
dt=U. 
Then we have A, = uB,(x) - (A,(x) + B/(x) u) = -A,(x). Do A, 20 
provided A,(x) #O. One can similarly look at B,. In fact (after a long 
calculation) 
a: : B, = 7 (ai( + a:(A3)u)f’ -q, 
2 3 
so B, vanishes for affine systems with A3 #O. Now 
AZ =f2Cf1L-f1(f2L = (4(x) + B,(x) u) B,(x) - (A,(x) + B,(x) u) B,(x) 
= A,(x) B,(x) -A,(x) B2(x) = det A2(x) A l(X) 
B,(x) > B,(x) . 
So if A3 = 0, then A 1 = 0, and thus if we also have A2 # 0 then we would 
also have A2 # 0. Thus by rearranging we may always assume that A, # 0. 
Hence for alIine linear systems we have 
B,=O, B,=O. 
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So cases 4, 5, 6, and 7 do not contain any affine linear systems. So it 
remains to look at cases 1, 2, and 3 and the other normalization of M: 
Case 1. In this case, we have to look at the sub-branches 
(i) C, = 0, D, = 0, (ii) C, # 0, D, = 0, (iii) C, # 0, D, # 0. 
As we have shown, for linear systems of the form (22), D, = 0; so no linear 
systems are contained in (iii). However, for example, the afftne linear 
system 
is in this sub-branch. Since the other two sub-branches lead to involutive 
structure equations, we want to find linear systems in these branches: We 
have already noted that 
is in the sub-branch (i), and that the standard controllable linear system 
d Xl X2 
& x3 = x3 
00 x3 24 
is in the sub-branch (ii). 
Case 2. This leads to involutive structure equations and we have seen 
that the linear system 
is contained in this branch. 
Case 3. This is also involutive and contains the linear system 
d Xl X1 
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Finally, in the case where we normalize M to 
1 0 0 0 
we get structure equations in involution, and linear normal form given by 
d Xl 24 
i-5 ;: = o 00 0 . 
(As mentioned before, it is easily checked that all C” systems in each of the 
respective branches are equivalent to the given linear normal forms.) 
Hence, at the 3 - 1 level at least, we have complete knowledge of feed- 
back linearization. Although the parametric expressions for all the other 
invariants of interest (such as C, and 0,) have not been given, it is an easy 
(although very tedious) calculation to do so. In fact, one can use a sym- 
bolic manipulation package (such as MAPLE) to do these calculations. In 
this paper we go only as far as we need to in our calculations in order to 
determine those equivalence classes containing linear systems. 
V. THE 3-l CONTROL PROBLEM AND THE CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS 
In this section we discuss the relationship of our control problem with 
the calculus of variations. This was first looked at by Gardner and 
Shadwick [6] and Wilkens [ll]. Wilkens’ work generalized that of [6] 
and concerns the codimension 1 case, that is, the case when the number of 
control variables is one less than the number of state variables. His work 
involves a study of the rich geometry gotten in this case. In some recent, 
and soon to be published, work of Gardner and Shadwick, they show that 
in the general case one gets such a relation to the calculus of variations. 
Wilkens’ work and the results of this section are thus forerunners to this 
more general result. 
Cartan, in his paper “La geometric de l’integrale j F(x, y, y’, y”) dx” 
(Ref. [3]), applies his method of equivalence to the study of the equiv- 
alence of the integral { F(x, y, y’, JY) dx under the pseudogroup of contact 
transformations. Here we derive part of this paper using more modern 
methods: 
Take as a coframe on U 
co1 =Fdx cl 2 c&=dy-y’dx, co; = dy’ - y” dx, co”, = dy”, 
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then we must have 
Now we lift to U x G, getting 
[“ii\l=(; i i ggjl:). 
So then we have 
with infinitesimal action on the torsion terms A and B given by 
dA+Al-BP=0 mod (CD’, w2, w3, 04) 
and 
dB+(Bl-Bv)=O mod (oi, 02, w3, w4). 
If Bf 0, then we can normalize it to 1 and translate A + 0, giving the 
relations A E v and /? c 0. This gives the structure equations (where we have 
replaced ul, w2, w3, o4 by q’, q3, q2, q4 = p so as to compare with our 
control system structure equations) 
d(;)j ; ; ;jfj)+~;;;A~Avl), 
One can now see a similarity between these structure equations and the 
branches of the 3 - 1 problem which have 
0 
M-+ 1 0 0 
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and B, = 0 (that is, all except cases 6 and 7). Writing ji = EP, where E is + 1, 
we can rewrite these structure equations as 
so that if we put /I1 = EQ, fi2 = EZ, /I3 = E< and relabel fi as p, then we can 
rewrite these equations as 
(We do this to get conformity with the notation used in Cartan’s paper.) 
If we now look at the structure equations for the 3 - 1 control problem 





Now in the J F dx problem we have C # 0 (as one can check). So although 
in the control problem we do not have to have A, # 0, let us suppose that 
we do. We can then normalize A, + 1 and A, + 0 and we get the relation 
B, /I1 z a:, and infinitesimal action on the B, given by dB, + 2B, ai E 0. We 
either have B, = 0 or we can normalize it to E(E = + 1). It will turn out that 
the normalization BI =0 corresponds to case 1 and that B, = + 1 
corresponds to case 7. We call these the “degenerate” and the “non- 
degenerate” calculus of variations branches of the control problem, 
respectively. 
For example, making the choice B, = + 1 and choosing the branch 
D # f l/d we get an e-structure. This D corresponds precisely to Cartan’s 
k and one can check that the final structure equations of the e-structure 
that he gets on page 49 of [3] are exactly the same as those given in the 
control case. 
Cartan goes on to show that, for example, if all the invariants are in fact 
identically zero, then we get that the structure equations are those of an 
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affrne geometry characterized by the property of admitting an invariant 
direction. The group of this geometry is given by the “finite equations” 
y’ + c 1 
Z=ax+b, j=y+cx+d, J’=-, 
a ,” = ;;iy”. 
(See Cartan for details.) 
The general case where the differential invariants are not identically zero 
can thus be thought of as a generalized geometry. Hence we have identified 
a generalized geometry, known to Cartan, associated with this particular 
branch of our control problem. 
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